Green Illusions: Governing CSR Aesthetics
Benjamin J. Richardson*
This article makes a novel argument that governance of corporate environmental activities
should recognize that the business corporation is an aesthetic phenomenon, including the
environmental practices and communications undertaken in the name of “corporate social
responsibility” [CSR]. Corporate identities and CSR practices are aesthetically projected
through logos, trademarks, websites, the presentation of products and services, stylish
offices, company uniforms, and other aesthetic artefacts. This corporate “branding”
dovetails with the broader aestheticization of our pervasive media and consumer culture.
Aesthetics has particular salience in CSR for influencing, and sometimes misleading,
public opinion about corporate environmental performance. Consequently, in disciplining
unscrupulous corporate behaviour, governance methods must be more responsive to such
aesthetic characteristics. The green illusions of business communications create
difficulties for regulation, which is better suited to disciplining discrete misleading
statements about retailed products or trademarks rather than tackling the broader
aesthetic character of business and the marketplace. The article suggests that non-state
actors who are more sensitive to aesthetics can help to fill some of this governance void.
The “counter-aesthetic” strategies of social and environmental activist groups can inject
a subversive narrative that can help to unmask these green illusions. Although the history
of such tactics suggests they probably have only a modest effect in challenging corporate
deception, the law can assist by protecting public spaces from corporate marketing and
sponsorship.
Cet article présente une argumentation novatrice selon laquelle la gouvernance des
activités pro-environnementales des entreprises devrait reconnaître que la société
commerciale est un phénomène esthétique, notamment au chapitre des pratiques et
opérations de communication environnementales mises en œuvre au nom de la
« responsabilité sociale de l’entreprise ». L’identité de l’entreprise et ses pratiques en
matière de responsabilité sociale sont projetées esthétiquement dans les logos, les marques
déposées, les sites internet, dans la présentation des produits et services proposés, dans
des bureaux aménagés avec style, les uniformes de ses employés et d’autres objets de
facture esthétique. Cette stratégie de marque s’inscrit dans l’esthétisation générale de la
culture médiatique et de consommation envahissante qui est la nôtre. En matière de
responsabilité sociale de l’entreprise, l’esthétique a une importance particulière parce
qu’elle sert à influencer et parfois à berner l’opinion publique quant au bilan
environnemental d’une entreprise. En conséquence, pour corriger une conduite peu
scrupuleuse de l’entreprise, les méthodes de gouvernance doivent être mieux adaptées à
ce type de caractéristiques esthétiques. Les vertes illusions des communications
d’entreprise compliquent la réglementation, qui convient mieux pour sanctionner les
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discrètes affirmations trompeuses portant sur les produits vendus au détail ou sur les
marques déposées que pour s’attaquer au caractère esthétique général des affaires et du
marché. L’article laisse entendre que les acteurs non étatiques dotés d’une sensibilité
supérieure à l’esthétique peuvent contribuer à combler un peu ce vide de gouvernance. Les
stratégies de « contre-esthétique » des groupes militants sociaux et écologistes peuvent
introduire un discours subversif qui aide à démasquer ces vertes illusions. Bien que
l’histoire de telles tactiques donne à penser qu’elles n’ont probablement qu’un effet limité
sur la remise en cause de la tromperie des entreprises, le droit peut offrir un soutien en
protégeant les espaces publics contre le marketing et la commandite d’entreprise.
I. ORIENTATION
Many older people remember the iconic “Crying Indian” advertisement, released on television by the
Keep America Beautiful campaign on Earth Day on 22 April 1971. Widely regarded as one of the best
marketing campaigns of the twentieth century, the sixty-second clip features an actor in Native American
attire paddling a canoe, initially through an unspoiled waterway that presumably signifies a pristine past.1
As the canoeist travels further, the water becomes increasingly polluted, and he eventually enters a dirty
industrial port. Pulling his canoe ashore, the Indian strides towards a busy highway where a passing
motorist tosses a bag of trash that splatters on the Indian’s moccasins. With a sonorous voice, the narrator
exclaims: “[S]ome people have a deep, abiding respect for the natural beauty that was once this country.
And some people don’t.” But with only twenty-seven words spoken, the message and strength of the
advertisement rests primarily on its aesthetic effects: the varied imagery and skilful photography set to a
pulsating soundtrack of beating drums progressively overlaid with a chorus of trombones and trumpets.
The advertisement was hugely successful for Keep America Beautiful, soliciting massive public
awareness and support for its cause.
The Crying Indian advertisement, however, was disingenuous. Apart from the fact that an Italian
American actor wearing a wig played the Indian, the Keep America Beautiful campaign was created with
major beverage and packaging businesses who wanted to obfuscate their responsibility. The ad was
released at a time when the environmental movement in the United States was becoming more assertive
against industry, which needed to shift the public perception. The advertisement finishes with a close-up
of the Indian’s face shedding a single tear, with the narrator declaring: “[P]eople start pollution, and people
can stop it.” By focusing on uncouth litterbugs, the ad placed responsibility in the hands of individuals
while deflecting attention from the corporate polluters. Indeed, the businesses associated with the
campaign kept a low profile, leaving the public to believe that corporate America was a disinterested
bystander. Unsurprisingly, contemporary Americans are far more wasteful than they were in the early
1970s, with the average citizen in 2012 generating 4.38 pounds of trash every day compared to 3.25
pounds in 1970.2
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The deceptive environmental marketing of the 1970s persists today, using similar visual, acoustic, and
other sensory effects to engage the public as effectively as in the Crying Indian commercial. When
companies try to impress the public with their environmental performance, bragging about their low
carbon footprint or other supposed green credentials, they frequently embellish their claims with appealing
aesthetic artefacts. Corporate sustainability reports bristling with technical data are seemingly not enough
to win people over. Instead, the public might see Renault’s Twingo “eco” car, which in one advertisement
was pictured with leaves blowing from its exhaust, BP’s stylized sunflower corporate logo, or the choir
singing along to Fiji Water’s commercial for the “Earth’s finest water.” Colloquially, these displays are
sometimes derided as “greenwashing.” They are not merely the products of creative marketing teams but,
rather, reflect the deeply aesthetic character of the modern business corporation and the consumer
economy in which it operates.
How should we critically evaluate the aesthetics of so-called corporate social responsibility [CSR] from
the standpoint of ensuring accountability in businesses’ environmental practices? And what do aesthetics
specifically bring to the analysis of CSR governance? These enquiries shape this article, which argues that
we need to conceive of the corporation and its environmental practices as having aesthetic characteristics
in order to properly understand their societal impact and the appropriate governance response. Contrary
to the dominant narratives about the virtues of aesthetic appreciation, notably for emotional gratification
and moral improvement,3 this article equally highlights their negative connotations in the world of
business. When captivated by alluring beauty, people may be induced to act in ways they regret on more
sober reflection. When these aesthetic charms camouflage environmental injury, at stake is much more
than a tinge of remorse. We need to look beyond official regulatory responses to corporate deception, such
as controls on misleading advertising, to governance strategies that I call “counter-aesthetics.” As
promoted by dissent artists and activists, this strategy has some capacity, which has already been
demonstrated, to unmask specious CSR aesthetics.
“Aesthetics” originated in the ancient Greek word aisthetikos, which relates to a human being’s sensory
perception. In contemporary English usage, it refers adjectivally to the values given to sensual
experiences, such as the aesthetic appreciation of picturesque scenery or uplifting music, and, as a noun,
it denotes the principles or philosophy of aesthetic judgments especially relating to fine art and beauty.4
With the “aestheticization of daily life” that is evident in many societies,5 especially in the mass media
and consumer culture, scholars increasingly extend the study of aesthetics to a plethora of expressive
activities including business communications.6 In this broader guise, aesthetics covers numerous sensual
experiences and contexts,7 and, thus, we are seemingly reverting to the etymology of the word aesthetics
pertaining to sensory perception. This article embraces this broad terminology.
For business operators, aesthetic values serve not only to slant how the public perceives their
environmental or social activities but also the corporation itself as an aesthetic phenomenon. Unlike a
human being, the “distinguishing feature of the body corporate is its invisibility,” explains law professor
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Leslie Moran.8 Often lacking a discrete, visible physical presence, especially for the large, multinational
corporation, a business is experienced by the public indirectly and aesthetically through its aural and visual
logos and websites, the advertising and packaging of its products and services, as well as its stylish
corporate offices, among many ways of projecting business identity.9 The corporation, thus, is not only
seemingly everywhere but also in a sense nowhere, without connection to any specific place.
The importance of aesthetic artefacts to corporate identity is tied to the broader aestheticization of our
post-modernizing world. French sociologist Jean Baudrillard coined the notion of “hyper-reality” to
describe this milieu, habitually associated with shopping malls, amusement parks, television reality shows,
tabloid celebrity gossip, social media, and other realms where consumers are saturated by spectacles and
“simulacra.”10 Philosopher Umberto Eco observes that people desire to consume or experience this hyperreality as though it is an authentic expression of life. Like the advent of “fake news” that has stained
Donald Trump’s presidency, this culture of illusion obfuscates the meaning of the external reality that lies
behind such simulations.11 As Baudrillard puts it, “we live in a world where there is more and more
information, and less and less meaning.”12 Hyper-reality relatedly thus also obfuscates our capacity to
make normative judgments. This aestheticization of life can make it difficult to identify and control
deceptive business aesthetics, as we are no longer dealing with just misleading advertising of goods, but
the corporations themselves and the marketplace as a whole are blurred into this hyper-reality. This
aestheticization of consumerism is also recognized in official circles; a report by the US government
surveying changes in the American economy from 1901 to 2003 remarked that “mass consumption,
spurred by advertising and consumer credit, has become a distinguishing characteristic of modern
society.”13
While the law may discipline overtly misleading marketing, the larger aesthetic qualities of the business
world and their role in fuelling environmentally degrading consumption are less amenable to traditional
methods of legal scrutiny. Corporate logos, websites, and other aesthetic expressions have subtle and
nuanced connotations to which the law – a highly text-based discipline – is less responsive. Beyond the
state, however, counter-aesthetic strategies led by artists allied with environmental activists may help to
unmask green illusions, by interpolating a dissenting narrative that can help consumers to be more
discerning about corporate practices. Impersonating corporate personalities, reconfiguring logos,
manipulating websites, defacing billboards, and caricaturing advertisements to subvert their messages are
the methods of aesthetic sabotage, also known as “culture jamming,” that this article examines. It will also
argue that the law cannot be a bystander to counter-aesthetics, as it must make decisions on whether public
spaces will be protected from expropriation by business and uphold activists’ freedoms of expression.
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Although this article excoriates the corporate sector, we should remember that governments themselves
are no strangers to artful manipulation. Propaganda has long been a contrivance of totalitarian regimes to
sway the hoi polloi,14 and, indeed, all governments use aesthetic strategies in some ways to cultivate a
favourable public impression. Many also use green-washed imagery in their expressions of national
identity, such as the environmental motifs depicted in their currency, flags, maps, coats of arms,
monuments, and national anthems, in addition to the hyped eco-tourism marketing they occasionally
sponsor.15 Some of the advice later in this article about counter-aesthetics, thus, is as applicable to the
government sector as to business.
With this orientation, the remainder of this article unfolds over five sections. Part II introduces the
conceptual and methodological framework for evaluating CSR aesthetics. From this foundation, Part III
examines the aesthetic dimensions of business and the consumer economy, including the green-washed
aesthetics of CSR itself and the aesthetic qualities of CSR terminology and discourse. Governing green
illusions is the focus of Parts IV and V, with the former looking at traditional regulatory controls, including
in regard to misleading advertising, and the latter assessing counter-aesthetic strategies by non-state actors.
The article closes in Part VI with reflections on how the law might aid counter-aesthetics by protecting
the public sphere. Throughout, the article canvasses examples from a variety of jurisdictions but
predominantly, in particular, Anglo-American countries. Because the subject matter and argument of this
article is unfamiliar to most business law and CSR scholars, it adopts a broad inquiry covering overarching
themes and representative examples rather than providing a single case study or focusing on any individual
jurisdiction.
II. AESTHETICS AND ART: MODES OF ENQUIRY
How should we critique CSR aesthetics? Colloquial definitions of aesthetic experiences that focus on
the variety of sensory stimulations that the human body can feel16 would hardly guide one on how to
critically evaluate the purpose, influence, and impact of aesthetics in the marketplace. While the physical
world provides the raw material for sensual experiences – from the properties of an artwork to the textures
of a landscape – their aesthetic qualities are not wholly independent from observers. Culture and cognition
mediates aesthetic judgments, as shown in how patriarchal and racist prejudices have influenced
perceptions of human beauty.17 Aesthetic preferences also matter in CSR because what might appear to
one observer to be an environmentally credible commercial for an “eco-friendly” hybrid car cruising
through scenic countryside might for another critical viewer seem incredulous. The study of aesthetics
thus grapples with how to reconcile the ideal of universal, ahistorical principles for determining the merit
of aesthetic judgments with our subjective and cultural context.
14
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Efforts to put human sensuality on a rational and objective footing began during the Enlightenment,
most assertively with Immanuel Kant’s Critique of Judgement published in 1790.18 He suggested that
aesthetics could be taken beyond the realm of personal experiences if one adopts a “disinterested”
judgment, untainted by instrumental or utilitarian motives, thereby enabling individuals to share such
experiences and evaluate them communally.19 Although influential for understanding some forms of
aesthetic appreciation, Kantian philosophy fails to aid the understanding of many everyday sensory
experiences in the contemporary world. Disinterested aesthetic judgment might be credible for admiring
a Rembrandt or a Vermeer masterpiece at the Rijksmuseum, but it becomes problematic once we recognize
how aesthetic experiences infuse daily living, from shopping to working, that do not involve
“disinterestedness.”20 Equally apropos, the public reactions to CSR marketing can hardly be analyzed
through a Kantian framework. If they were judged purely for their artistic merit, such as the quality of the
photography or the music in corporate marketing, “disinterested” criteria might be appropriate, but they
are not once we shift our vital enquiry to the underlying agenda and impact of CSR communications.
An alternate mode of enquiry concentrates on the psychology of aesthetic appreciation, looking for
correlations between mental or emotional reactions to sensory stimuli.21 By investigating empirically
individuals’ reactions to shapes, sounds, colours, and other aesthetic attributes of art or everyday objects,
these enquiries seek to delineate common bases to aesthetic appreciation. Gustav Theodor Fechner
pioneered this field in the nineteenth century and corroborated, for instance, the “golden ratio” hypothesis
that supposedly correlates with commonly held perceptions of beauty in the human body, architecture,
and other forms.22 In recent decades, scholars have also evaluated aesthetics through the lens of
evolutionary psychology, postulating that some human psychological traits, such as aesthetic preferences
for beautiful mates or landscape habitats, reflect deeply evolved adaptations to humans’ ancestral
conditions.23 The foregoing framework may help to identify the aesthetic properties of corporate
communications that most influence business customers, perhaps owing to the symmetry of logos or
colours of product packaging. Yet it does not help to assess whether corporate aesthetic practices are
socially appropriate, such as whether they reveal accurate information about businesses’ environmental
performance or positively influence consumers’ environmental behaviour.
More promising avenues of enquiry for this article’s subject are the philosophies of environmental
aesthetics and everyday aesthetics as well as the theories of environmental art criticism. Given that CSR
communications often depict images or sounds associated with beautiful scenery, charismatic wildlife, or
other nature motifs, presumably for persuading the public that the sponsoring companies are eco-friendly,
insights from environmental aesthetics might help to assess whether those CSR expressions are
appropriate. One important theory of environmental aesthetics is the “cognitive model.” Associated
primarily with the work of Allen Carlson, it postulates that proper aesthetic comprehension requires some
18
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knowledge of the natural sciences that guides the viewer to the appropriate elements of aesthetic
significance, such as that associated with the botanical or zoological features of biodiversity.24 On this
basis, we might infer that the public is best placed to judge CSR aesthetics where individuals possess some
basic scientific knowledge about the environmental issues, such as climate change or biodiversity values,
that are addressed by CSR practices. Such knowledge might thereby strengthen viewers’ capacity to
critically evaluate green-washed marketing about “carbon neutrality” or “eco-friendly” products. In other
words, public environmental education might critically enhance and filter viewers’ interpretation of CSR
aesthetics.
Since CSR aesthetics and corporate identity have become so deeply embedded in our consumer
economy, it is also helpful to understand that aesthetic experiences are not confined to art galleries or
visiting scenic landscapes but, rather, inhabit our daily lives. Some aestheticians, notably Yuriko Saito
and Andrew Light, advocate an “everyday aesthetics” that illuminates how “aesthetic practices permeate
people’s daily lives” through ordinary objects and activities from shopping to dining.25 The spaces where
people come together are vital for such “everyday” experiences, contributing to the aesthetic “atmosphere”
that Gernot Böhme and others have argued should be recognized as an aesthetic realm.26 A shopping plaza,
courtroom, or any other communal space can be assessed for its visual, acoustic, and other sensory
qualities that create an overall aesthetic atmosphere. The type of atmosphere affects participants’ aesthetic
experiences; the encroachment of consumerism and corporate advertising into public spaces can thus be
understood as changing their atmosphere.
Also of value to the appraisal of CSR aesthetics is the literature on environmental art criticism, given
that CSR communications are ubiquitously conveyed through film, photography, design, and music. The
criteria by which we evaluate museum art should differ from CSR artefacts, as the latter are intended by
the sponsoring companies not to be admired with Kantian “disinterestedness” but, rather, to encourage
shopping and consuming. The modernist trope of art as a medium of an autonomous and self-determined
subject not only ignores the long history of art serving wider societal needs, such as religious art
commissioned by the churches, but it also fails to provide a framework for understanding the purpose and
effects of CSR artefacts. Instead, an “eco-critical” approach as recommended by Alan Braddock should
be useful, as it emphasizes the need to assess art with reference to criteria of “environmental interconnectedness, sustainability, and justice” and to unveil how art shapes the public’s environmental
attitudes and practices.27 His methodology lends itself to the scrutiny of CSR aesthetics in that it can help
deconstruct its symbolism to unveil the missing narratives or issues that relate to environmental
inequalities and damage. Going further, William Fox and T.J. Demos advocate artistic practices that, in
themselves, critically interrogate and expose the cultural and institutional forces driving environmental
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degradation.28 The censure of corporate marketing and logos by anti-capitalist commentators, such as
Naomi Klein, 29 and Fredric Jameson’s critique of the hyper-commodified character of “late capitalism,”
conveys similar sentiments.30 These perspectives provide a useful backdrop to this article’s later
discussion of the “counter-aesthetics” that challenge disingenuous corporate marketing. Together, they
imply that a critical and sceptical perspective of CSR aesthetics is not something that the general public
will likely possess without guidance from artists, environmental activists, and other dissenting
stakeholders who can unmark green illusions and engage the public’s imagination through humour, satire,
irony, and other tactics.
Finally, the interface between law and aesthetics itself has relevance for our analysis of CSR aesthetics
as the law may mediate the public’s perception of business communications. Research on this interface
has coalesced into three clusters of enquiry.31 First, one can consider how the law adjudicates aesthetic
issues, such as in intellectual property law, public decency regulation, cultural heritage protection, and
land use planning, with the focus commonly on how the law, as a word-centric discipline, interprets and
incorporates visual and acoustic factors into legal doctrine.32 For instance, researchers have examined the
codification of standards of “natural beauty” for environmental protection, such as through the delineation
of landscape values to be safeguarded from “unsightly” wind turbines or other rural infrastructure.33 This
scholarship has relevance here for understanding the challenges that consumer protection and trademark
law have in evaluating the aesthetic dimensions of corporate marketing. Less relevant is a second cluster
of research from the “law and literature” school, which conceptualizes the law as a performative language
and examines what the law can learn from literature.34 Analysis of the use of poetic features in court
judgments such as proverbs, similes, rhyme, and so forth, however, will shed little light on the governance
of CSR aesthetics.35 However, by highlighting how written text itself can have aesthetic qualities, this
scholarship is relevant for this article’s analysis of the figurative discourse of CSR, which through
metaphors and other literary devices has acquired a powerful hold on perceptions of corporate
environmental practices. Third, some research has investigated the legal system itself as having aesthetic
properties in its modes of legal reasoning, rituals, and symbols of authority such as courtroom architecture
and judicial attire.36 By revealing how legal texts and institutions can have sensory and emotional
significance, this approach has some utility for our enquiry into non-state actors in CSR governance. The
28
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artistic practices of culture jamming, as a form of market governance that challenges corporate authority,
can be viewed through this lens. Its activities embody aesthetic properties associated with defacing
billboards, hijacking corporate websites, and reconfiguring business logos. Culture jamming garners
influence not as an abstract idea but, rather, as an expressive, aesthetic phenomenon that influences
people’s emotions, values, and practices.
To sum up then, the literature offers a variety of analytical and normative theories of aesthetic
appreciation, but only those that can shed light on the purpose, impact, and control of CSR aesthetics will
be useful for the subject matter of this article. We need to understand CSR aesthetics as more than
consumer taste, as it relates also to expressions of business personality, discourse, and agenda as well as
providing the ability to decipher how art and law can control or challenge dubious corporate marketing
and branding. The following part examines the aesthetic of business corporations and the marketplace in
which CSR is embedded, before turning to CSR specifically.
III. CORPORATE AESTHETICS AND GREENWASHING
A. CSR Marketing
The modern business corporation is an aesthetic phenomenon. You would not think so, however, by
witnessing the generally austere rituals of shareholder meetings and boardroom deliberations. Their
tedious formalities – from filing shareholder resolutions to listening to chief executive officer [CEO]
speeches – belie the enlivened corporate identity projected to the wider world. That external persona is
also much more than stylish corporate offices or boardrooms decorated with fine art;37 it transpires through
corporate logos, websites, colourful publicity documents, and ubiquitous product marketing. Philip
Hancock, a leading researcher of business culture, finds that aesthetics permeates “virtually every activity”
of corporate life.38 In their plea for Beautiful Corporations, Paul Dickinson and Neil Svensen argue that
successful companies must offer “style, beauty, a positive attitude and pleasing experiences” for their staff
and customers.39 Corporate aesthetics has also penetrated a variety of cultural spheres beyond the
marketplace, including sports, arts, and leisure events, where business logos and marketing can sometimes
have greater prominence than the activities supported.40
Disciplining employees to boost their productivity is one of the foremost purposes of corporate
aesthetics. In British call centres, Catrina Alferoff and David Knights found that managers try to mask the
drudgery through colourful decorations, party games, and dressing up themes.41 Aesthetics also underpins
a “regime of surveillance,” such as “digital displays … reminiscent of seaside or Christmas illuminations”
that monitor call handling and sales results.42 The aestheticization of the workspace also strongly
permeates the information technology industry, where vibrant colour schemes and swish offices project a
37
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“creative” atmosphere; Google’s headquarters in Australia include “offices with picnic benches, fish
tanks, local flora, the beach-themed Café Esky and a games room.”43 Music is also sometimes played,
with some companies creating organizational theme songs to cultivate staff loyalty.44
Aesthetics has an even larger role in seducing consumers, with some major companies’ advertising
expenditures outstripping their costs in the physical production of goods.45 Our postmodern culture has
“freed aesthetic experiences from the domain art, and made them more widely available to the masses,”
in which we now “consume on the basis of style, symbolism and fashion,” explains Philip Hancock.46 In
The Substance of Style, US cultural writer Virginia Postrel observes that “the look and feel of products
will determine their success. Sensory, even subliminal, effects will be essential competitive tools.”47 She
cites examples such as Apple’s brightly coloured computers and Visa’s designer-looking credit cards.48
The aestheticization of consumption extends to individuals’ own bodies; in 2017, the global cosmetics
market was worth US $532 billion.49 Despite fiery feminist critiques such as Naomi Wolf’s The Beauty
Myth,50 the industry flourishes thanks to ubiquitous fashion magazines, television advertising, and
celebrity endorsements.51
Shopping itself has become an aesthetic ritual, and the places patronized by consumers offer distinctive
aesthetic atmospheres. We have entered an “experience economy,” explain Joseph Pine II and James
Gilmour, where the consumer “buys an experience, [to] spend time enjoying a series of memorable events
that a company stages – as in a theatrical play.”52 Such “memorable” experiences are not confined to
amusement parks and glitzy casinos. “Entertainment restaurants” such as Hard Rock Café and Planet
Hollywood bring diners into an orchestrated sensory milieu in which the décor, music, artwork, aromas
and other features work in unison to convey a well-defined aesthetic theme.53 A coffee at Starbucks might
evoke a similar experience; according to its former CEO, Howard Schultz, “every Starbucks store is
carefully designed … [t]he artwork, the music, the aromas, the surfaces all have to send the same
43
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subliminal message as the flavor of the coffee.”54 Shopping malls elevate these principles to a larger scale
with piped music, perfumed spaces, and mood lighting to encourage shoppers to linger and spend.55 For
consumers too lazy to leave home, they can watch one of the continuously streamed television stations
devoted to shopping, such as the Shopping Channel and QVC.
These aesthetic attributes, especially for large multinational firms, coalesce into the brand that evokes
the company’s values and promotes cultivated associations with certain lifestyles and status. The
importance of brands to business success is often quantified by the value of its “goodwill,” and it enables
strong-brand firms to earn super profits beyond that which flow just from their tangible assets such as
property and machinery. According to Forbes, the value of the three most successful global business
brands in 2018 were Apple (US $182 billion), Google (US $132 billion), and Microsoft (US $104
billion),56 all companies active in media and communications where corporate aesthetics matters greatly.
Although brand value is not generally itemized on a company’s balance sheet, one study estimated it to
be worth 74 percent of the market value of companies on the Standard and Poor’s 500 Index.57 Strong
brands benefit companies in two ways: first, consumers pay a premium for products that have brand
recognition and, second, investors prefer shares of companies they trust, resulting in a premium to
purchase them.
Aesthetics not only promotes consumerism, thereby burdening the environment, but companies also
use aesthetic effects to “reassure” consumers of their environmental values in an effort to continue their
financial success. These aesthetic effects are used not merely to promote business in obviously
environmental-themed sectors, such as eco-tourism,58 but the alluring music and imagery in corporate
marketing can also serve to bring credibility to claims about business practices masquerading as “zero
emissions,” “carbon neutral,” or “sustainable.” Disingenuous corporate communications can make the
public complacent, especially in the absence of regulatory oversight to curb misleading statements.
It would require an encyclopaedia to catalogue the litany of corporate green washing, but some
illustrative transgressions can convey common practices.59 The Fiji bottled water commercial clashes with
the reality of plastic packaging, the carbon emissions from transporting the bottles internationally, and the
landfill waste after their fleeting consumption. The Nissan Leaf commercial shows a polar bear ambling
through the countryside until it meets a motorist about to get into his Nissan electric car, whereon it
receives a comforting hug; the inference that the car can help motorists do their bit to curb fossil fuel use
omits the various cognate environmental impacts (from car manufacturing to road construction).60 The
labels on Dawn’s antibacterial soap depict ducklings and seal pups with the assurance that “Dawn helps
save wildlife,” as it donates soap to wash animals after oil spills and funds rescue volunteers, but the
product contains Triclosan, a toxic chemical that environmentalists want banned. In 1990, DuPont, a large
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US industrial and chemical company, unveiled its safer, double-hulled oil tankers with advertisements
featuring seals and other marine life approvingly clapping their flippers or wings to Beethoven’s “Ode to
Joy.”61 As several of these examples show, CSR aesthetics garners their deceptive power by taking images
or sounds out of their original context to spin a seductive new narrative.
Logos provide another potent aesthetic symbol of corporate eco-friendly pretences. In response to the
criticism of its environmental practices, British Petroleum launched a massive rebranding effort in 2000
that included a new logo of a green-and-yellow sunflower, officially symbolizing the sun god of ancient
Greece, and changed its name to BP with the tagline, “Beyond Petroleum.”62 Yet this is the same company
that was later responsible for the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill and for whom fossil fuel sales still
account for the vast majority of its revenue. In 2009, the fast-food chain McDonalds experimented with
literally green washing its logo, by swapping the red backdrop of its famed golden arches for a comforting
green shade.63 Sometimes, the mischief arises from a company exploiting the logo or label associated with
an environmental certification system; class action lawsuits were taken against S.C. Johnson over its
misleading Green list logo on some of its products that did not adhere to the standards implied by the
green label.64 Companies invest a lot in their logos because they know that consumers are more likely to
recall a visual symbol than a written description. Relevantly, respected US entrepreneur Paul Hawken
remarked that the average American can recognize 1,000 corporate logos but fewer than ten native plants
in their locality.65
Corporate websites offer particularly accessible platforms for disseminating more complex narratives
about business environmental credentials. The global agricultural chemicals supplier Monsanto has a
website dominated by a photograph of a verdant field of crops illuminated by a brilliant sunrise.66 The
Ford car manufacturer’s website displays revolving images of its vehicles, mostly depicted in scenic
backdrops such as rugged countryside and certainly without traffic jams or pollution.67 Kentucky Fried
Chicken’s homepage centres on a one-minute video clip of happy families being delivered the fingerlickin’ chicken wings by Colonel Sanders himself, but there is no sight of the horrendous factory farms
that supplied them.68 The website of British American Tobacco, the world’s largest tobacco business, also
has a pop-up video, which tells the “touching” stories of the farmers and others who work for “a
progressive company that’s proud of its heritage and excited about the future.”69 Researchers who have
examined numerous corporate websites have observed that any detailed information about CSR, such as
the firm’s sustainability reports, “can often be found only by burrowing through the obscure recesses of
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corporate websites – available to the literati.”70 It would appear that businesses are more interested in the
aesthetics of CSR rather than giving their stakeholders meaningful, tangible information on which to
closely scrutinize their efforts.
The foregoing discussion should be enough to convey the picture; aesthetics matters greatly to
corporate identity and communication of their environmental practices and products. Consumers are
bombarded with business aesthetics, from websites and television commercials to the presentation of
shops and their wares. This does not mean that companies fail to provide other sources of information
about their sustainability policies and eco-impacts, but technical reports require considerably more
attention from consumers. Aesthetic practices matter precisely because of their power to viscerally
communicate and seduce people in an information-saturated world.
B. CSR Practices and Discourse
While the communication and marketing of CSR obviously dwells within an aesthetic realm, many
wrongly perceive that the underlying CSR practices reflect only technical expertise and managerial
prowess, involving cost-benefit calculation, technological innovation, executive leadership, and skilful
stakeholder negotiations. The field of CSR has several dimensions that an aesthetic lens can illuminate.
At the outset, the very evolution of CSR responds partly to the heightened sensory reactions to
environmental and social adversity. This is because corporate hubris tends to be most damaging to a
company’s reputation when it is dramatic, such as a devastating oil spill like the 2010 Deepwater Horizon
catastrophe.71 Some companies’ reluctance to disclose their environmental practices stems precisely from
the fear of arousing or amplifying awareness of such environmental trauma. The plethora of corporate
environmental policies, plans, and promises serves, at best, to prevent such unsightly impacts arising in
the first place or, at worst, to deflect attention from those that inflict them.
Second, the making of CSR policies and plans can involve consultations with important stakeholders
– notably, suppliers and local communities – and the negotiation of voluntary agreements. These processes
can have aesthetic dimensions, such as the aesthetic atmosphere of forums convened for liaising with local
communities. When an Australian mining company negotiates an Indigenous land use agreement with an
Aboriginal community whose land it wishes to exploit, we must consider the relevance of where and how
such an agreement is negotiated: in the community itself, with company officials meeting local tribal
elders in a setting and forum they find comforting or in the company’s austere headquarters in Sydney or
Melbourne?72 The concept of “aesthetic atmospheres” noted earlier is helpful for evaluating how such
considerations may impact on the negotiations,
Third, in actual business practices, aesthetic factors can influence the design of products or the delivery
of services. A company might invest in green building standards for its headquarters in order to earn
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official certification of its CSR credentials – a highly overt and tangible aesthetic statement. 73 A socially
responsible business might design products that are durable, able to used time and again, and that maintain
consumers’ interest as aesthetically appealing, which keeps such products outside of the “ugly” waste
streams longer.74 Some business sectors are directly engaged in nature aesthetics, as in the eco-tourism
sector where everything from wildlife safaris to resort spas are designed from strong sensory experiences.
Most important, in my opinion, are the aesthetics of CSR language. A distinctive vocabulary permeates
CSR codes of conduct, reports, agreements, business conferences, and media coverage, enriched by
metaphors and other figurative language that help companies articulate a specific narrative for the public’s
assimilation. 75 Manipulative linguistic devices are not unique to CSR; they pervade the business world at
large. They include seductive slogans such as the “trickle down effect” (alluding to how the
disproportionate wealth of the rich should bring prosperity for society generally) and the market’s
“invisible hand” (a metaphor about the supposed social benefits that flow from the efficiency of market
forces in bringing supply and demand into equilibrium). This aestheticized language not only serves to
render abstract economic ideas into a simple formula that the mass public can readily comprehend, but it
also aims to influence mass opinion in politically significant ways such as decisions about how to govern
markets and business.
A sample of key CSR jargon illustrates its seductive power. The phrase “triple bottom line” has become
ubiquitous in CSR parlance, using the bottom-line metaphor from financial performance as a template for
understanding the need for companies to perform along economic, social, and environmental metrics. The
metaphor appears to have been coined by John Elkington, a co-founder of SustainAbility, a CSR business
consultancy.76 By drawing on a concept founded in core business practice, the triple bottom line implies
rigour and objectivity. In practice, its application has been flawed for several reasons: difficulties in
quantifying social and environmental performance into neat metrics analogous to financial accounting;
businesses’ latitude in how they seek to improve their sustainability performance; and the lack of
transparency by businesses in communicating this performance.
Another seminal metaphor in CSR discourse is “natural capital,” which depicts the natural world as
performing functions similar to those of economic capital that require equal respect by business managers
and policy-makers. The metaphor appears to have been coined in the 1970s and gained global currency
with the publication of the book Natural Capitalism in 1999.77 This terminology has become a framework
for companies to report on their environmental performance, making visible the value of the natural world
to corporate balance sheets and social welfare and thereby creating incentives for business and
governments to manage natural resources sustainably. The metaphor has also become formally
incorporated into some CSR governance instruments – notably, the Natural Capital Declaration, which
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was adopted in June 2012, an initiative of the financial sector for promoting social investing.78 As with
the triple bottom line, the concept of natural capital is open-ended and does not in itself present a
standardized, rigorous methodology for managing or reporting on the value of natural resources and
ecosystem services. It also has deeper implications for how we relate to the natural world; Brian Coffey
suggests that the metaphor provokes us to ask the wrong question, which should not be “what’s the value
of nature” – a narrow, commodified view of the biosphere – but, rather, “why is nature important” to our
lives.79
Other important phrases in CSR discourse, and also in government policy-making, are the interrelated
“circular economy” and “cradle to grave.” They share the premise that the economy should functions
within a closed loop system where no harmful waste is produced and where goods can be recycled and
reused indefinitely. By embracing it, CSR-conscious companies should benefit financially by gaining
competitive advantages and improving production efficiency, all the while supposedly saving the planet
without the need for systemic reform to market systems.80 Like natural capital, the language of the circular
economy and cradle to grave assists the business world in maintaining its preferred status quo.
In the realm of social investing – an important CSR niche – several bespoke literary devices have
emerged. One is “slow money,” which is tied to a movement of this name that advocates patient, longterm investing to support social justice and ecological sustainability. The movement is most visibly
associated with American social entrepreneur Woody Tasch, whose bestseller Slow Money champions
greater financial support for local food enterprises and organic farms.81 Another recent addition to the
lexicon of social investing that has significant traction in both the financial sector and mainstream media
is “stranded assets,” a metaphor that climate change will cause some financial assets to lose value or
become liabilities before the end of their economic life. It is used principally in relation to fossil fuel
industries such as coal mining, powerfully invoking the prospect of being marooned and helpless.82
Clearly, CSR discourse and practice draws on aesthetics to influence how society should conceive of
corporations and their environmental activities and impacts. The aestheticized terminology of CSR,
especially through metaphors and catchy slogans, does not merely serve to explain complex environmental
phenomena or business practices in everyday idioms but also surreptitiously reframes contexts or issues
that politically and economically benefit business interests. In essence, this terminology has the power to
prescribe behaviour and governance.
IV. REGULATING GREEN ILLUSIONS
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A. Fair Trading and Advertising Controls
Regulation has not kept up with corporate green washing and environmental practice because of its
failure to recognize and adapt to the growing aestheticized character of the business world and its CSR
agenda. This part of the article examines how conventional legal tools for consumer protection and
marketing address this challenge, while the following part extends this inquiry to trademarks and
certifications. The aim is to highlight general patterns and problems with current regulations in regard to
business aesthetics rather than to exhaustively analyze the vast body of regulations and case law.
In the name of intellectual property protection, governments have been more sensitive to safeguarding
corporate aesthetics than curbing their misleading connotations. Copyright law in the United States, a
leading shaper of global standards, has several times extended the duration of legal protection to authors’
creations, largely to protect corporate interests such as the Walt Disney Company, which strenuously
lobbied for such extensions and secured them in 1998.83 Trademarks also receive generous legal protection
to safeguard corporate brands. Concomitantly, authorities in many jurisdictions have ceded more
responsibility to businesses to manage their own environmental performance, such as through codes of
conduct, advisory guidance, and contracts, thereby creating more opportunities for unscrupulous
behaviour, given the mixed record of business self-regulation.84 Many of these voluntary CSR codes and
standards contain expectations that participant companies will publicly disclose their environmental and
social performance, but such expectations either relate to specific technical data, such as reporting
greenhouse gas emissions, or are cast too broadly without the means to hold companies measurably
accountable.85 A 2010 international study conducted by TerraChoice, an environmental marketing firm,
found that about 95 percent of the seemingly pro-environmental products that it reviewed were tainted by
some form of green washing.86 Worryingly, studies commissioned in 2009 by the US Federal Trade
Commission showed that a product’s environmental reputation influences the purchasing decisions of a
majority of consumers.87 In other words, green illusions are pervasive and require legal oversight.
Regulations governing fair trading, trademarks, and investor protection are the main legal bulwark
against green washing. Common law remedies in contract and tort law are also available in some
jurisdictions for aggrieved consumers or investors, but because of limitations in their scope and the costly
burden placed on litigants, government regulators now assume primary responsibility for supervising
corporate communications. A few examples will illustrate the most prevalent governance approaches
around the world. Fair-trading regulation serves the policy goals of helping consumers make informed
purchasing decisions and assisting businesses by promoting a level playing field in the market.
Regulations target false or misleading advertising that is likely to influence consumers’ decisions,
covering all forms of business communications, including product packaging, websites, television, and
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radio. Both active statements and omissions can amount to deceptive communications. For instance,
Australia’s Competition and Consumer Act 2010 makes it “illegal for a business to make statements that
are incorrect or likely to create a false impression” and “when assessing whether conduct is likely to
mislead or deceive,” the regulator considers “the overall impression” created by the impugned conduct.88
Since these controls apply regardless of the medium of communication, they could capture some of the
aesthetic expressions canvassed in the previous section of this article. The European Union’s [EU] relevant
directive defines “misleading advertising” as “a representation in any form” that “deceives or is likely to
deceive” and “is likely to affect [consumers’] economic behaviour or which, for those reasons, injures
or is likely to injure a competitor.”89 The US Federal Trade Commission works within a comparable
regulatory framework under the Federal Trade Commission Act90 and has advised that it “looks especially
closely at advertising claims that can affect consumers’ health or their pocketbooks – claims about food,
over-the-counter drugs, dietary supplements, alcohol, and tobacco and on conduct related to high-tech
products and the Internet.”91 Additional standards are sometimes imposed on the product packaging.
Canada’s Consumer Packaging and Labelling Act “prohibits the sale, importation or advertisement of a
pre-packaged product that has a label applied to it that contains false or misleading representations relating
to or reasonably regarded as relating to that product.”92 Advertising controls in some countries are also
articulated through codes propagated jointly by government and industry, such as Great Britain’s
Advertising Standards Authority’s [ASA] codes93 and Canada’s Code of Advertising Standards,94 which
restrict certain advertising conduct and provide for receiving complaints from the public.95
Fair-trading regulation has limitations for addressing the deceptive aesthetics of CSR. Several
important considerations apply. First, absent positive disclosure obligations, such as divulging on
packaging the ingredients in cosmetics or foodstuffs or reporting on greenhouse gas emissions, such
regulations serve only to control false or misleading communications. In most jurisdictions, companies
are not generally obliged to report on their overall sustainability performance. Yet when companies choose
to make aestheticized claims about their CSR credentials, they may be caught by fair-trading controls.
Second, although deceptive advertising controls extend to implied representations, such as images of
beautiful scenery in product marketing, seasoned experts have observed that “implied claims are more
difficult to challenge because their meaning is not always apparent or indisputable.”96 Misleading
advertising law applies from a “word-centric” model that privileges written text over the audio-visual
88
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dimensions of marketing and branding.97 Where companies have been successfully prosecuted for
misleading advertising where images are involved, it is commonly because of the effect on consumers of
the combination of imagery and words, as when the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
successfully sued Heinz for misleading claims in its packaging about the nutritional benefit of its
children’s food.98 Some companies’ artistic advertisements, however, make no express claims at all,
instead insinuating an aesthetic “atmosphere” from the music and imagery that influence consumers; one
example is the clothes retailer The Gap’s commercial “Khaki Swing,” which was issued in 1999.99
Two other issues are also relevant. One is that regulation lacks uniform or clear definitions for many
commonly used terms associated with corporate brands and products such as “cruelty free,” “natural,” or
“climate friendly,” and, thus, such figurative language or image-based representation of such ideals in
corporate communications is even harder to control. Finally, consumer protection generally only applies
where consumers are being reasonable in their interpretation of corporate marketing, and, thus, vulnerable
consumers who are too trusting and uncritical may not be protected.100 Deceptive disclosures may incur
both civil and criminal sanctions, as levied, for instance, by Canada’s Competition Act 2002101 on
businesses that “knowingly or recklessly make a representation to the public that is false or misleading in
a material respect” and without the necessity proving that consumers have relied on such statements or
personally suffered damage. Misleading environmental claims occasionally result in such sanctions. To
illustrate, the Australian power retailer Momentum Energy was fined AUS $50,000 by the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission after it determined that the firm’s electricity supplied to
customers was not 100 percent renewable or generated from “thin air and fresh water,” as it had boasted.102
In 2013, two New Zealand plastic bag manufacturers were fined NZ $30,000 and NZ $60,000 respectively
for misleading the public with their marketing about the biodegradability and eco-friendliness of their
disposable plastic rubbish bags; investigations by the Commerce Commission found that the bags would
not in fact biodegrade in typical landfill conditions.103 British authorities banned BMW from falsely
advertising that its i3 model was a zero-emission “clean car.”104
Although severe penalties are occasionally imposed for deceptive conduct, such as the penalty recently
levelled against Volkswagen for falsely claiming low emissions from its diesel car105 and manipulating
the emission test results, regulators take a conciliatory approach in most cases that aims to merely stop the
offending behaviour and educate businesses to do better.106 Newspapers often report that companies
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receive a mere “slap on the wrists” for misleading advertising, which typically involves a regulator’s
direction to cease such conduct.107
B. Trademarks and Certifications
While the aesthetics of corporate communications can fall within the purview of fair-trading
regulations, which focus on the overall impression of conduct in determining whether it is misleading,
such regulation tends to be helpful primarily for sanctioning misleading advertisements about products or
services rather than tackling the brand identity of a company that may itself contribute to green washing.
The aesthetic character of a company’s logo, website, and other expressive elements of its brand tend to
be difficult to verify as being deceptive compared to product advertising since their connotations about
environmental quality tend to be far more subtle and open to interpretation, in addition to being less
concretely tied to the retailing of specific products or services.
One legal tool that can address aspects of corporate brand identity is trademark law. Trademarks are a
form of symbolic capital that provides an “aesthetic monopoly” for their holders in the market.108 Many
businesses rely on distinctive logos or other trademarks to attract consumers since they “reduce transaction
costs by giving consumers concise and reliable ways to identify goods and services in the marketplace.”109
Trademarks are intimately tied up in corporate brands and may even serve to represent the distinctive
environmental characteristics and qualities of businesses and their products. In order to attain these
economic advantages, trademarks need legal protection, especially to prevent consumers from being
misled by rival businesses passing off similar logos.
Like prohibitions on misleading advertising, trademark registration procedures bar the registration of
deceptive marks. In recent years, trademark regulators have received many applications for trademark
registrations with environmental connotations, notably marks that include words such as “green,” “eco-,”
“sustainable,” “natural,” and other environmental buzzwords.110 Between 2004 and 2012, there were 2,267
trademark applications in Australia alone using such language.111 Aesthetic symbols implying such terms
that may also be part of a trademark application include a leaf, tree, animal, or Earth. Some trademark
offices are becoming more vigilant with such applications. In 2013, the US Patent and Trademark Office
(which is empowered under the Lanham (Trademark) Act 1946 to bar the registration of deceptive
trademarks),112 did so in regard to an application to register the trademark “Green Seal” for adhesive tape
because it was considered to falsely and materially indicate that the applicant’s goods are eco-friendly.113
Trademarks may also factor into misleading advertising controls; the US Federal Trade Commission has
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also warned that the use of corporate logos by affiliates of a company could result in unlawful deceptive
conduct if consumers are misled about whether an affiliated business in a corporate group in fact adheres
to the same policies and practices of the principal company.114
The law can also use corporate logos to help “name and shame” businesses that violate the law,
including environmental regulations. This can be done when companies are obliged to place public notices
in the media disclosing their violations, with the notices displaying the offending company’s logo
prominently to ensure audiences will readily identity the culprit. This sanction has been applied in some
Australian prosecutions of corporate polluters.115 A related legal mechanism for protecting business goods
is the geographical indication, taking the form of a name or sign, which is sometimes displayed as a visual
logo, to use on certain products that correspond to a particular place of origin, such as a town or region.
The geographical indication (sometimes also known as “appellations of origin”) serves to designate
product quality and highlight brand identity and is often associated with food, such as French champagne,
and specialist manufactured wares, such as Swiss watches. They benefit producers by increasing their
market recognition and ability to command premium prices. In an effort to harmonize countries’ practices,
the 1958 Lisbon Agreement for the Protection of Appellations of Origin and Their International
Registration lays down provisions for what qualifies as geographical indicators and establishes a register
of such indicators,116 while the 1994 Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
obliges state parties to prevent the public being misled as to the geographical origin of goods.117 Whereas
a trademark informs consumers about a good’s commercial source, a geographical indication can
distinguish the good itself and, in particular, highlight its environmental qualities such as food grown
organically in a particular region.
Another governance control is official guidelines for companies engaged in environmental marketing
to promote clear, accurate, and substantiated claims. The International Chamber of Commerce and the
International Standards Organization have issued environmental marketing codes, which have influenced
guidelines adopted in many countries.118 The US Federal Trade Commission has published “Green
Guides” in 1992 and 2012 to assist businesses marketing their environmental credentials to avoid
misleading advertising accusations or lawsuits.119 The governing principles of the Green Guides, which
are stated to apply not merely to explicit statements but also to claims “by implication, through …
symbols, logos,”120 are that businesses should: (1) make “clear, prominent, and understandable”
statements; (2) identify what products or services the claims apply to; (3) do not “overstate … an
environmental attribute or benefit”; and (4) substantiate the basis to any comparative claim.121 The
combination of text and images in marketing can amount to a claim of an environmental benefit, as
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illustrated by the following example in the Green Guides: “A marketer’s advertisement features a picture
of a laser printer in a bird’s nest balancing on a tree branch, surrounded by a dense forest. In green type,
the marketer states, ‘Buy our printer. Make a change.’”122 The Green Guides explain: “[A]lthough this
advertisement does not expressly claim that the product has environmental benefits, the featured images,
in combination with ‘buy our printer, make a change,’ likely convey that the product has far-reaching
environmental benefits,” which the guides explain is likely to be deceptive in the absence of collateral
evidence.
Specialist guidance has also been issued by authorities on particular environmental issues such as
climate change. New Zealand’s Commerce Commission has produced guidelines on marketing that relates
to climate change issues, and it cautions businesses against making carbon-neutral or low-carbon claims
“indiscriminately,” and they ought to provide “a clear statement about which elements of the product
lifecycle or your business activities have been offset.”123 Such guidance may help to control formal
statements from companies about their climate change-related performance, but it says nothing about how
visual, symbolic, or acoustic representation of such issues should be portrayed.
Recognizing the power of aesthetic representation of corporate practice, some governments have turned
to the same strategy to control misleading advertising by introducing their own visual symbols of proenvironmental criteria. The oldest example is Germany’s “Blue Angel” program, created in 1977 on the
initiative of the German government to allow for eco-friendly products and services to be labelled and
marketed with an easily identifiable label.124 Certified products and services, of which there are now some
12,000, can display the logo of the Blue Angel. Other examples of government-sponsored eco-labels
include the Canadian Environmental Choice Program, the Nordic Swan, and the EU’s Flower eco-label.
The US Department of Agriculture (USDA) also certifies organic food producers, which can market the
USDA organic logo.125 Some of these certification schemes are now administered by independent
organizations in the private sector. The LEED® mark is one such example of an esteemed certification
trademark, advertised to signify buildings of high energy efficiency and other sustainability criteria. Other
prominent private sector, eco-certification examples include Carbonfree and Fair Trade.126 However,
some researchers doubt the impact of these aesthetic symbols of environmental quality on consumer
behaviour since the labels do not in themselves question the very necessity of some consumption: “[I]n
some circumstances the most environmentally sustainable option is no purchase at all.”127 This suggests
that if aesthetics is to have a wider role in tackling consumerism, they need to go further in promoting
anti-consumer behaviour, an issue considered later in this article.
In securities regulation, another legal tool, misleading communications generally hinge on whether the
information is “financially material” and would likely influence an investor’s dealings with the company
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such as to buy its stock. A finding of misleading information rests heavily on the substantive content of
the verbal or written communications made by the company’s managers. Under Australia’s Corporations
Act 2001, to illustrate a common legal approach, the disclosure standards focus on financial information
given to shareholders,128 and a company’s environmental performance is only reported with regard to “any
particular and significant environmental regulation.”129 More expansive is the EU’s non-financial
reporting directive that requires large companies to publish reports periodically on the environmental and
social impacts of their activities.130 Yet neither of these approaches is likely to have any direct relevance
to the aesthetic attributes of corporate communications; their focus is the formal written reporting of
financial and non-financial data.
Governance gaps in controlling the aesthetics of corporate communications are not substantively filled
by private law rights and remedies. Common law rules that respond to misleading corporate
communications are available under tort and contract law.131 These remedies can be useful to aggrieved
consumers or investors where regulators fail to provide relief. Yet they have many drawbacks. Consumers
cannot easily succeed with the tort of injurious falsehood since they must demonstrate that the companies
have acted maliciously when making a deceptive advertisement. And because of privity of contract,
consumers also have had difficulty benefiting from contractual remedies against retailers where products
do not match the quality promised in advertisements made by the manufacturers.132 Also, in
misrepresentation cases, individual consumers typically only suffer minor economic losses from
purchasing a product, unless they suffer physical injuries (for example, from a cosmetic containing
carcinogenic ingredients). Litigation itself is an expensive and risky proposition, although consumers
might cooperate through class actions, which can also overcome the difficulty of proving sufficient
personal losses.
To briefly sum up thus far, fraudulent or deceptive environmental claims are amplified by corporate
aesthetics embedded in trademarks, websites, product packaging, and advertisements. Current laws
regulating advertisements, trademarks, and investor protection provide the principal means of governing
their aesthetic properties and content. They tend to capture only the most serious or overt abuses, require
considerable resources to prosecute, and generally fail to recognize the ubiquitous and subtle permeations
of corporate aesthetics that contribute to ecologically damaging consumerism. Consumption itself is
completely outside the scope of these legal controls but may be regulated through other means, such as in
waste control or recycling standards. Without adequate legal controls over the aesthetics of consumerism
and corporate identity, businesses that actually adhere to high environmental standards may not benefit
from their efforts since consumers or investors are unable to easily identify the genuinely environmentally
responsible firms. The advent of environmental certification schemes, however, can help genuinely proenvironmental businesses through aesthetic symbols that give consumers verification of sustainability
standards. But they also do not in themselves take any stance against pervasive consumerism and ironically
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may even encourage it. The next part of this article examines how artists and collaborating social and
environmental activist groups can help to fill this governance void by making businesses more accountable
for their green illusions.
V. THE ARTS AND COUNTER-AESTHETICS
A. Unmasking Green Illusions
Confronting deceptive CSR aesthetics and the broader consumer economy that degrades the planet
requires more than the foregoing regulatory regimes. While the aestheticized marketing and branding of
consumerism cannot easily be rolled back, environmentalists can at least intervene to instil subversive
messages that educate the public where regulators have failed. I call this stance “counter-aesthetics.” Led
by critical artists, partnering with environmental and community groups, it supplements rather than
replaces government regulation as a form of market governance and, by shaping public opinion, may in
turn promote stronger laws to address the underlying drivers of environmental decline such as carbon
emissions. Counter-aesthetic strategies thus offer the means of both governing CSR directly and
leveraging statutory reform.
Counter environmental aesthetics depend heavily on the creative arts to engage the public. The arts
“can play a central transformative role,” believes critic T.J. Demos, in leveraging “creative perceptional
and philosophical shifts” that challenge the “destructive traditions of colonizing nature.”133 In his book
Slow Violence, environmental humanities scholar Rob Nixon encourages artists to deploy “their
imaginative ability and worldly ardour to help amplify the media-marginalized causes of the
environmentally dispossessed.”134 Concurring, Timothy Morton champions the arts for their power to help
us reimagine our place in nature for a better environmental future.135 Morton sees the arts having a special
role to help people perceive and understand environmental impacts that they do not directly experience.
Such impacts, including global warming, are what Morton calls “hyper-objects” because they manifest
over temporal and spatial scales that dwarf human perception.136 Where we cannot readily perceive
environmental changes and impacts, artists have a special educative role that can leverage political and
legal change.
The emotional and behavioural impacts of art is subject to growing empirical validation, including
research on the specific pathways by which the arts may influence environmental attitudes and
practices.137 One pathway is the communication of information represented in art works about
environmental impacts, causes, and solutions. Art can convey such information in interesting and
accessible ways that excite or intrigue audiences in a manner that cold intellectual representation of the
issues in an academic journal does not. Rob Rosenthal and Richard Flacks suggest that art, including
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music, can help in “framing” ideas for the public that may reinforce or challenge prevailing
assumptions.138 Second, art can be morally persuasive by creating empathy or compassion for the issues
it addresses. A musical performance that contains a message about the dangers of climate change, for
instance, may emotionally stir listeners in a novel way. The arts can also be used in overtly political guises
to challenge government or corporate behaviour, including dubious CSR practices. Susanne Moser
explores the power of the arts in climate change communications, fostering changes in social norms,
motivating the public to act, and conveying the urgency of the challenges.139
One principal tactic of politically engaged art that directly challenges dubious CSR aesthetics and big
name brands is known variously as “culture jamming,” “ad busting,” or “guerrilla art.”140 Drawing on the
traditions of street art and media pranks,141 and the growing importance of taking art out of galleries and
into public spaces,142 these actions typically involve artists hijacking billboards, reconfiguring logos, and
parodying advertisements to radically subvert their messages. The art typically involves colourful,
figurative, sculptural, and performative elements that are collectively authored without official
authorizations. What makes this cultural sabotage so striking is that it “makes use of a corporation’s own
method of communication to send a message starkly at odds with the intended one.”143 And the
corporations typically foot the bill for the subversion as they are paying for the advertising space.
Crucial to such counter-aesthetics is the reclaiming of public spaces, such as town squares, sidewalks,
bus stops, and civic buildings, which have succumbed to ubiquitous corporate marketing. Such creative
activism has been theorized by commentators such as Eleftheria Lekakis as being reflective of a growing
“political consumerism” in which political values and acts are transferred to the marketplace “to resist and
reuse the logic of appropriation.”144 Since many public issues and social voices are marginalized by the
dominance of market values and commercial communication, activists have had to turn to the market itself
as a platform to express their grievances. Political consumerism has become particularly relevant to
environmental activism because it seeks to expose the role of the market and rampant consumerism as
drivers of ecologically unsustainable practices.145 Unlike other forms of political consumerism such as
consumer and investor boycotts (for example, the fossil fuels divestment campaign), culture jamming uses
artistic creativity to make transparent the environmental damages or the social suffering associated with a
product or company.
Culture jamming is associated with practices of recent decades, but popular culture has a long history
of being a site for expressing political dissent. Vince Carducci cites historic examples ranging from
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China’s Han Dynasty (202 BCE – 220 CE) to seventeenth-century Europe where songs, theatre, and
cartoons expressed parody and satire against state power.146 The Dada movement that arose in Europe in
the early twentieth century used art to protest against bourgeois nationalist and colonialist ideologies.147
The first pioneer of culture jamming against the corporate world is unconfirmed, but it may have been the
Australian BUGA UP activists (short for Billboard Utilising Graffitists against Unhealthy Promotions),
who began to cleverly deface billboards promoting tobacco and alcohol in the late 1970s.148
These and other tactics are now widely availed in counter environmental aesthetics. In the wake of the
1989 Valdez oil spill caused by an Exxon Corporation tanker, the Billboard Liberation Front re-messaged
two towering billboards in San Francisco to state “Shit Happens. New Exxon.”149 Thousands of
commuters saw them. The US-based Earth First, known for its particularly radical stunts, has cut down
unsightly billboards that promote consumption or defaced them by inscribing pro-environmental
messages. The culture-jamming duo Yes Men have been particularly notorious, specializing in the
impersonation of business and government figures to criticize their behaviours and creating attentiongrabbing humour from these hoaxes.150 One famous example was staged on the twentieth anniversary of
the Bhopal disaster in December 2004, where the Yes Men impersonated a Dow Jones executive
interviewed on the British Broadcasting Corporation [BBC] to announce that it fully accepted
responsibility and would pay for the cleanup of the contaminated Bhopal site and provide health care for
the thousands of victims.151 The activist Greenwash Guerrillas, which specializes in street theatre and
performance art,152 has targeted climate polluters; it participated in the 2010 protests outside London’s
National Portrait Gallery and Tate Gallery to highlight public opposition to BP’s sponsorship of the arts.153
That campaign eventually had some success, with BP ending some of its sponsorship in 2017.154 At the
2015 Paris Summit on Climate Change, one irreverent group called Brandalism placed 600 posters around
city bus stops mocking some big businesses, again targeting Exxon, for sponsoring the conference.155
Brandalism is particularly novel because, explains Lekakis, “it directly links the advertising industry to
climate change and it calls for a debate on the ethics of advertising as a key battlefield over cultural
meaning and environmental sustainability.”156
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Corporate logos are also targeted. As part of its campaign against BP, the Greenwash Guerrillas staged
a culture-jamming stunt in which some fifty figures garbed in black entered the Tate Gallery each holding
a BP-branded paint tube, which they placed on the floor in a circle and stamped on. The sprayed paint
created an image on the floor echoing BP’s “helios” corporate logo. In 2002, Greenpeace launched a
climate change campaign against dirty oil and used images not of climate change impacts but, rather, of
the Esso company logo and images of then US President George Bush to promote its message.157 Another
Greenpeace action, involving a cleanup operation on a beach near Manila, Philippines, exposed the
businesses responsible for the plastic debris collected by creating a banner that read “[p]olluted by ...”
prominently showing the logos of the companies identified through the cleanup audit.158
The aesthetics of corporate governance itself has been spoofed. The artist collective called GCC (in
reference to the Gulf Corporation Council from the Arabian Gulf nations, which it often parodies), staged
a critique of the aesthetics of corporate governance in an elaborate travelling exhibition in 2014.159 The
irreverent eight performance artists comprising the GCC gathered in a mock “global summit,” mimicking
the rituals of corporate aggrandizement and bureaucracy. The exhibition included a “waiting room” with
a giant television screen projecting images of the GCC mission and congenial businessmen with calming
voice-overs. Another room shows glossy photographs of staged settings, such as a high-level business
summit overlooking scenic imagery of the Swiss Alps. Carefully contrived additions include a lavish
conference table, decorated tissue boxes, glass trophies, and other paraphernalia reminiscent of the
aesthetic of business meetings. The GCC’s performances not only touch on the specific rituals of business
deals in the Gulf states, but they also satirize the pomp and ceremony found in many business cultures
worldwide.
With the massive growth in the corporate presence in cyberspace, anti-corporate activism has had to
update its tactics. The advertising industry has changed with the Internet, relying less on billboards and
television commercials to engage the public while shifting to online marketing campaigns via web
newspapers and social media platforms. In the age of the Internet, some believe that social activism has
been revolutionized by access to a new digital public space that enables activists to collaborate from local
to global scales cheaply and effectively through email, social media, and webpages.160 The Internet has
already shown itself to be conducive to the dissemination of subversive messages and images on a large
scale and to be improving the coordination of protest actions, such as with the Occupy Movement.
Cyberspace, however, also has limitations and cannot always be a substitute for direct culture jamming in
physical public spaces. While the Internet empowers dissenting voices, it also just as strongly empowers
listeners to tune out, by choosing their own web browsing and social media networks.161 Whereas street
protests and culture jamming in markets, sidewalks, plazas, and other public spaces enable activists to
directly confront the wider public, people have greater control in cyberspace over where they wish to roam
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or what they wish to see. The Internet has also come under significant corporate control, through search
engines that direct browsers to paid sponsors’ webpages, and it gives corporations greater means of
surveillance to identify and prosecute those who infringe their copyright or trademarks.162 And, in some
countries, such as China, extensive Internet censorship limits dissenting voices.
Despite these obstacles, the Internet has become a major resource for digital activism, especially
through social networking facilities such as Facebook and Twitter that allow for mobilizing supporters
and publicizing actions worldwide. “Hactivism” has been coined to describe some forms of online culture
jamming, which includes “web site defacements, redirects, denial-of-service attacks, information theft,
website parodies, virtual sit-ins, [and] virtual sabotage.”163 Where website security cannot be breached,
hactivists may create website clones. One example imitated the Dow chemical company’s website with
messages for reparation for the victims of the 1984 accident in Bhopal India.164 Another example is when
Kieron Dwyer, a US comic artist, parodied Starbuck’s famous mermaid logo with the message “consumer
whore” inscribed on it, as distributed in comic magazines, T-shirts, and stickers that he sold. He was sued
and settled out of court.165
B. Impact and Influence
We know much less about the efficacy of counter-aesthetics as a pedagogical tool. Certainly, some
antics are highly publicized and directly observed by many. Further publicity comes from flow-on news
coverage; Brandalism caught the attention of the mainstream media, some with sympathetic reporting,
including stories in Huffington Post and the BBC.166 Through adverse publicity, culture jamming may
help to undermine the targeted companies’ social licence and thereby exert governance-like discipline to
the extent that hurt businesses are compelled to genuinely improve their environmental performance.167
There may also be adverse economic repercussions from consumers or investors. One closely studied
example is the Yes Men’s impersonation of the Dow Jones on the BBC (discussed earlier), which gave
the story direct media access and extensive publicity and, as a result, the company’s share price
temporarily plunged 4 percent. But the long-term effect of this hoax may have been minimal; researchers
found that ironically the hoax appeared to reduce media coverage of the underlying environmental and
health consequences of the Bhopal disaster because attention shifted to the Yes Men themselves.168
Culture jamming may even help the targeted businesses because its irreverent and rebellious qualities may
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be confused with the marketing style that some companies borrow to appeal to consumer niche
subcultures.169
Other evidence suggests that culture jamming sometimes can hurt targeted businesses through public
shaming. Consider Greenpeace’s video parodying a Kit Kat commercial in 2010. The clip features a tired
office worker who, upon hearing the brand’s famous slogan “Have a break?,” opens a Kit Kat wrapper to
find not fingers of chocolate but the bloodied finger of an orangutan. The “advert” closes with viewers
urged to “give the orangutan a break.”170 The prank was intended by Greenpeace to expose Nestlé’s buying
of palm oil (a key ingredient in Kit Kats and other products it makes) from destroyed rainforests once
home to these apes and many other species. Nestlé’s was put on the back foot by the Greenpeace stunt,
which quickly went viral across the Internet. Within eight weeks, the company had agreed to Greenpeace’s
demands to change its suppliers of palm oil.171 Another success story is anti-coal campaigner Jonathan
Moylan who in 2014 distributed a fake ANZ bank media release causing a AUS $300 million slump in
the market value of Whitehaven, a coal mining company.172 Moylan’s goal was to publicize the ANZ’s
support for an environmental controversial mining project in Australia proposed by Whitehaven. Although
the company’s stock price recovered and the mine project went ahead, the publicity was damaging for the
ANZ, which has since tightened its lending criteria for coal-mining projects. And although Moyan was
successfully prosecuted by authorities for disseminating false information to the market, this simply gave
his cause even greater publicity.173 Efforts by companies to counteract culture-jamming pranks can also
backfire. Multinational coal-mining giant Xstrata sought to remove from YouTube a parodied mining
commercial, which was created as part of an Australian trade union campaign against environmentally
destructive mining, but Xstrata’s demands simply reignited public interest and other YouTube users
promptly reloaded the video on the Web.174
The impact of counter-aesthetic strategies must also be assessed against changes in government policy
and law. Culture jamming aims not only to expose corporate malfeasance and enable consumers to make
informed decisions, but it also serves to reduce the legitimacy of business in order to achieve better
government laws and policies. One notable success is the Australian pioneer of culture jamming, the
BUGA UP group, which began in the late 1970s to deface tobacco and alcohol billboards with graffiti to
challenge public advertising of these drugs. Its efforts were instrumental not only in achieving such bans
in Australia, the first major country to prohibit tobacco advertising, but it also “helped reframe the global
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debate about tobacco control.”175 The hoax that Jonathan Moylan perpetrated against the ANZ bank and
Whitehaven did not in itself change the law, but it did stimulate considerable scholarly and public debate
about the value of civil disobedience as a legitimate means of political expression, and it increased
pressure on the market regulator – the Australian Securities and Investment Corporation – and the major
banks to dramatically improve their assessment and disclosure of climate change-related risks, which has
improved recently.176
The courts have also occasionally been successfully used to defend culture jamming, with thus wider
implications for upholding freedom of speech and protest on environmental issues. In the South African
case of Laugh It Off Promotions v South African Breweries International, the courts considered a claim
of trademark infringement from a caricature of the Carling Black Label trademark, with the words “Black
Labour, White Guilt” substituted for the words Black Label and Carling respectively, and imprinted by
the defendant on T-shirts that were sold for commercial gain. Laugh It Off defended its actions, inter alia,
as an exercise on constitutionally protected freedom of expression. In weighing the right of the trade mark
proprietor against freedom of expression, the Constitutional Court concluded that the culture-jamming
prank had no effect on the beer brewer’s market dominance or sales, while the “valuable expressive rights”
exercised by Laugh It Off “ought not to be lightly trampled upon by marginal detriment … to the
commercial value that vests in the mark itself.”177
Culture jamming may also have influence by directly taking a stance against the rampant consumerism
afflicting the arts world itself. American arts commentator Hal Foster, a leading detractor of this
commodification of the arts, excoriates those practitioners who valorize wealth and fame over artistic skill
and message.178 While professional art markets emerged in Europe since the seventeenth century, they
have surged since the 1950s to become a “popular spectator sport”179 for vain, cashed-up investors.180 The
global art market reached a hefty US $45 billion in sales in 2016.181 The rise of celebrity artists raking in
the millions, notably Damien Hirst and Jeff Koons, can taint the arts world by putting pressure on many
artists to cater to taste and fashion and, thus, skew attention away from certain kinds of work that might
make a more valuable contribution to social change and action. The quality of the art itself can suffer
under this commoditized aesthetic.182
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These concerns, however, should not imply that the sale of art is intrinsically problematic. Full-time
practitioners can hardly support themselves otherwise, especially given the diminishing public funding
for the arts. Furthermore, art sales can directly support progressive politics, such as environmental nongovernmental organizations retailing coffee-table books, calendars, posters, music compact discs, and
other aesthetic paraphernalia. The Audubon Society, the Sierra Club, Friends of the Earth, and other nature
conservation champions routinely sell such wares that support the artists who create them. Furthermore,
a number of art movements have sought to resist commodification even if they do not purport to serve
culture jamming; Italian Arte Povera (meaning “poor art”) has inspired artists to disdain consumerism by
reusing everyday found objects,183 while Land Art and Conceptual Art has helped to dematerialize the art
object and circumvent the omnipresent commercial museum and gallery culture.184
In sum, culture jamming offers a tool for dissent activists to counter the aesthetics of corporate
behaviour, especially duplicitous conduct masquerading as CSR. It can supplement, but not replace, fairtrading regulation or trademark controls for several reasons, including the fact that non-state actors do not
have the resources to comprehensively target all corporate malfeasance and, instead, must selectively
challenge the biggest culprits. Culture jamming also has a negative stance, highlighting green illusions
but hardly rewarding exemplary business conduct. Its main value is propagating a counter-aesthetics that
squarely addresses the aesthetics of the business world in a way that eludes conventional regulation.
VI. REFLECTIONS ON FUTURE GOVERNANCE
Aesthetics has a powerful hold on human culture, which the business sector exploits in its marketing
and branding to masquerade as socially responsible. This visceral emotional and cultural power of
aesthetics is reflected in enduring adages such as “seeing is believing,” “a picture tells a thousand words,”
and “where words fail, music speaks.” Fraudulent or deceptive environmental claims are thus not
surprisingly amplified by corporate aesthetics embedded in trademarks, websites, product packaging, and
general marketing. They are not easily subject to the control of law as a text-based discipline. Fair trading
and trademark law ostensibly encompass the audio-visual dimensions of corporate marketing and
branding, yet they can struggle to recognize and discipline some aesthetic dimensions of business
communications and fail entirely to resist the broader consumerist impulse. The law simply cannot see the
trees for the forest. When marketing practices and legal doctrine operate in different realms, we can start
to appreciate that CSR aesthetics present a serious challenge to regulators.
Beyond officialdom, a dissident social movement that challenges corporate malfeasance has emerged.
Counter-aesthetic strategies artfully transform corporate expressive material – slogans, songs, logos,
billboards, or other elements of the business brand – into something subversive. With humour and hoaxing,
counter-aesthetics can expose deceptive corporate practices that degrade the environment or unveil other
social issues of concern. These culture-jamming strategies also face legal impediments of their own,
however, including diminishing access to public spaces, restrictions on freedom of speech, defamation
law, and companies’ stentorian enforcement of their intellectual property rights.
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The primary contribution of this article to the scholarship on CSR is not to offer concrete solutions to
the foregoing governance gaps and deficits, which are very difficult to solve, but at least to introduce novel
ways of understanding how CSR practices pose difficulties for regulators and to highlight the
contributions that non-state actors are making through their subversive counter-aesthetics. By illuminating
the aesthetic dimensions of CSR and identifying weaknesses in the law, this article hopes to spur deeper
reflection and scholarly debate on the problems created by CSR aesthetics and how to educate the public
and change consumer behaviour. In sketching a future agenda for the law itself, its role in relation to
counter-aesthetics should be considered.
Reclaiming and protecting the public sphere for community discourse and aesthetic expression are
crucial for the foregoing agenda. The decline of the public realm, a space supposedly insulated from the
economy, household, or the state apparatus, was observed by Hannah Arendt back in the 1950s in her
classic The Human Condition, in which she observes that its decline deprived citizens of “spaces of
appearance” for engaging with their peers in political discourse and civic action.185 Likewise, German
philosopher Jurgen Habermas has defended the public sphere as a crucial site for public deliberation and
rational discourse for the pursuit of common ethical and social concerns.186 When commentators bemoan
the “McDonaldization” or “Disneyification” of society, they are speaking precisely about the corrosive
corporate inroads into this public realm.187 Stjepan Mestrovic’s prescient book on the Postemotional
Society warns of the risks to individual’s faculty for authentic emotional experiences by their incessant
exposure to a hyper-aestheticized consumer culture.188
Public spaces such as town squares, plazas, parks, sidewalks, and other areas open for people to freely
mingle and converse are threatened by aestheticized commerce and consumerism that enjoys legal
protection. Shopping malls, which have become one of the primary “public” gathering places in modern
society, with over 45,000 established in the United States since the 1950s,189 are commonly managed by
their proprietors as private spaces with restrictions placed on what patrons can wear, say, or do and policed
by private security forces. American courts have determined that the constitutional rights of freedom of
expression do not extend to shopping malls, which are deemed not to be equivalent to public places such
as the town square.190 Anti-protest legislation, adopted in several Australian states in recent years, is
another legal contrivance that is shrinking the public space in which one can challenge unscrupulous
business practices.191 Consumer and investor protection law is also being used to silence culture jammers
(as against green-washing companies); Jonathan Moylan was charged under section 1041E of the
Corporations Act 2001 for making false and misleading statements associated with his prank against the
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ANZ bank and the Whitehaven coal-mining company.192 Through these and other legally sanctioned
stances, “the opportunities for political conversation are diminished,” explains American political scientist
Margaret Kohn.193 Public speaking, demonstrations, leafleting, and petitioning, which allow for direct
engagements and live debates, are pushed further aside.
While the Internet has created a new type of public space, as discussed earlier in this article, it has
limitations to substituting for intimate and direct encounters. As Kohn summarizes, “[f]ace-to-face
political debate allows for citizens to ask questions and challenge answers. Furthermore, the politics of
public space requires few resources and therefore allows marginal viewpoints to be expressed [and]
debated.”194 Twitter “debates,” blogs, or email exchanges do not allow for participants to come together
in a shared realm, and, in fact, they have often become simply another arena for corporate marketing. The
private nature of website hosting and browsing also makes it difficult for third parties to hijack
advertisements to propagate their political discourse.
Encouragingly, some interesting legal precedents that are putting the breaks on corporate aesthetics
have emerged in some localities. Some municipalities are restricting intrusive advertising. The city of Sao
Paolo, Brazil, home to twelve million, has banned billboards and posters in public areas including buses
and trains since 2007 to rid the city of “visual pollution.”195 The city of Canberra, Australia, has likewise
maintained a long-standing ban on marketing billboards to the overwhelming approval of its residents.196
Indeed, a global movement to restrict the proliferation of outdoor advertising has been identified in recent
years, with the law being used to roll-back aesthetic pollution in Chennai (India), Tehran, and Paris,197
And, in 2014, Farida Shaheed, the United Nations special rapporteur in the field of cultural rights, called
on governments to protect their societies “from undue levels of commercial advertising and marketing
while increasing the space for not-for-profit expressions.”198
Intellectual property law must also be reconciled with the need to protect freedom of expression and
protest in an open democracy. Culture-jamming actions can be viewed as an infringement of trademarks
or copyright protected works as well as the creator’s moral rights of attribution of authorship. Researchers
have recommended that legislators create more generous “fair use” exceptions for defined spheres of
activity such as culture jamming.199 Australia’s Copyright Act 1968 was amended in 2006 to protect those
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manipulating copyright material for the fair use purpose of parody and satire, although with amendments
that also made it easier to sustain criminal prosecution against unlawful infringements.200 As noted earlier,
the South African courts in the Laugh It Off case have already sided with the culture jammer’s rights of
expression.201 Several US cases have also condoned parodying business trademarks as protected noncommercial free speech so long as parodying does not devalue the mark by affecting consumer preferences
– an outcome, of course, that is often the ultimate purpose of culture jamming.202
In closing these brief reflections on future governance directions, improving the legal milieu for culture
jamming will not solve all of the problems associated with CSR aesthetics. Culture jamming itself, as an
art form, is also unlikely to change the environmental policies and laws of governments. The arts can
contribute to public discourse and open human imagination in novel and interesting ways for critiquing
environmental practices, but they depend on other actors and processes taking additional steps to transform
corporate and government behaviour, whether through consumer boycotts, public interest litigation, or
other interventions. As Chinese artist Ai Weiwei puts it, “art is a social practice that helps people to locate
their truth” – to find the truth behind green illusions, for instance, and thereby maybe to one day hold
business moguls and politicians accountable for their follies.203 The counter-aesthetics of culture jamming
helps to reveal another reality of business and consumerism that gives us the novel and critical insight to
better challenge their environmental impacts.
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